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In my memory and all my notes, I describe the porcupine phenomenon beginning during the winter of 2009-2010. But in
making these catalogs, I discovered a small collection of photos from the spring of 2009 featuring at least one of our later
friends (George), a young-of-the-year, and a memorable experience when Chris spotted one across the driveway high in a
spruce tree. It would seem that our porcupines were already making themselves known late in the spring of 2009. It’s
interesting that they don’t reappear (in photos and notes) again until the end of December.

George
Size/sex: Large (presumably) male
History: Photographed on 4/16
Diagnostics:



Yellow-tipped back; very yellow fringe around the body
Very white face with white hairs extending from above the
eye all the way to the back of the face and down the entire
cheek, curling into large mutton chops

Notes: These photos are from one encounter and are unmistakably the George we came to know the following winter. It looks like
he has a quill in his chin in the top photo. I wonder how many
times he visited the deck this season?

YOY (Squeak…?)
Size/sex: Young-of-the-year (YOY)
History: Photographed on 4/20
Diagnostics:
 Wide white eye wings extending from above the eye partly
down the cheek
 Yellow-tipped hairs along the side of the back
 Short yellow shock
Notes: These photos are from a single encounter. I vaguely recall the thrill of seeing a tiny porcupine on
deck and seem to remember it in the context of seeing other porcupines recently—maybe George from a
few days before, or possibly multiple other encounters. This YOY was initially spotted on top of the strawberry pot on deck, then went to explore the current pot at the opposite corner (shown in these photos),
then came back to the door and stood against it. I have to wonder if this is Squeak as young-of-the-year
(nearly a yearling)? Squeak wasn’t named for another year and a half, but photos strongly suggest that he
was seen again by spring of 2010. The facial hair is consistent and….so is that peer in the French doors. He
could have been a two-year-old the next spring, as the following fall I still thought he was small enough to
be a YOY (to inexperienced eyes), though now I see he was clearly older. It is at least a serious possibility,
and fun to consider!

Tree Porcupine
Size/sex: Medium or large
History: Photographed on 5/4
Diagnostics:
 Nice upright yellow shock, yellow collar
 Appears to have a dark back

Notes: I remember Chris noting a porcupine precariously perched
high in a tree across the driveway. I can’t say for sure, but I think it
was probably this character. While I would have thought this encounter predated porcupine visits on the deck, these photos were taken
after George and the YOY were sighted (and doesn’t look like either
of them). Oscar?

There?

Salmonberry Porcupine
Size/sex: Medium/large
History: Photographed on 5/4
Diagnostics:


Very yellow

Notes: Although I can’t say for sure, I think this is the fourth porcupine
to be photographed this spring. He appears yellower than George (and
seems to have less white in the face) or the tree porcupine, and clearly
has some years behind him. However, the photos are fuzzy and he is
concealed by bushes, so I can’t rule out George as a possibility.

